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Abstract— Architectural vulnerability factor (AVF) is the
probability that a transient fault in a bit, gate, or transistor
becomes a user-visible error. AVFs vary widely across time,
applications, and bits. Usually AVFs averaged over time and
across applications are used to compute the overall soft error
rate of a processor. Average AVFs, however, cannot express the
short-term vulnerability variations of a bit as they tend to settle
down to a fixed value over time.
To quantify the vulnerability of bits over short durations, we
introduce the concept of Quantized AVF (Q-AVF). Q-AVF
expresses the vulnerability of a bit to soft errors over short intervals of time. The average AVF of a bit for a specific interval can
be computed as a weighted average of Q-AVFs of all the quanta
in that interval. Our analysis of Q-AVF shows significant runtime variation—as much as 80% or more for certain
applications. By capturing vulnerability variations over short
windows of time, Q-AVFs provide better opportunities for
reducing the performance and power overhead of reliability
solutions at run-time.
To compute Q-AVF in hardware, linear regression analysis is
used to create highly accurate equations that can be implemented
with eight simple parameters. These parameters can accurately
track Q-AVFs of various structures throughout the processor
pipeline. Implementing these equations with fewer parameters is
critical to reduce the complexity of run-time Q-AVF tracking,
thereby making Q-AVF estimation in hardware practical.
Index Terms—architectural vulnerability factor, reliability,
soft errors

I. INTRODUCTION

S

OFT errors induced by alpha particles from packaging and
atmospheric neutrons continue to be a challenge for
microprocessor designers. Protecting against such errors
requires using valuable transistors that could have otherwise
been used to increase performance or add other features to the
processor. Such protection schemes may also burn power
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Figure 1. Average AVF Computation requires
knowledge of Past & Future
unnecessarily because a single microprocessor is unlikely to
experience such a soft error during the vast majority of its
lifetime. One approach to reducing the run-time overhead in
performance and power of architectural protection mechanisms for soft errors is to dynamically disable the protection
mechanism. The opportunity to disable protection mechanisms
without greatly sacrificing reliability exists in a program's
behavior today because a program's vulnerability to soft errors
can vary widely over time [9][13]. This would allow us to
disable protection when a program's vulnerability to soft
errors is low. We could also turn off the protection mechanism
in places where the performance penalty or power overhead of
turning on the protection mechanism is prohibitively high.
Interestingly, protection mechanisms themselves are often
amenable to being turned on and off at run-time. For example,
we could dynamically turn off one thread in a Redundantly
Multithreaded (RMT) system in which faults are detected by
comparing the execution of two identical threads [4].
Similarly, we can turn off error checking code (ECC)
activation before a read to save the read latency from a piece
of ECC-protected memory, thereby improving performance.
We could also decide at run-time whether we want to activate
vulnerability reduction mechanisms, such as flushing the
pipeline [15]. Many of these techniques have a high cost in
terms of power, performance, or both. The ability to disable
these mechanisms at run-time allows us to recoup some of this
cost of error protection. Previous work has studied these
techniques but they have all done so without a means of
measuring the impact on run-time reliability. Rather, they
focus primarily on optimizing performance. However, without
considering the run-time impact to AVF, these techniques run
the risk of defeating the very purpose for which the reliability
hardware was added in the first place. What is required is the
ability to optimize for vulnerability as well as performance
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Figure 2. Average AVF & Q-AVF of 3 Structures on a Core™-like processor for a SPEC2K benchmark (parser)
and power. This requires a mechanism to compute the
vulnerability variations at run-time, so that we turn off the
protection mechanisms without adversely affecting reliability.
This paper focuses on run-time Architectural Vulnerability
Factor (AVF) computation, which can be used to decide if an
error protection mechanism should be turned off or not at runtime. A transistor device, bit, or gate's soft error rate is
computed by multiplying the intrinsic fault rate (e.g., from
devices and circuits) and its AVF [7]. AVF is the fraction of
faults that result in a user-visible error and is dependent both
on a processor's micro-architecture as well as the application
running on the processor.
Two key questions underlie run-time AVF computation: (i)
what run-time AVF to compute and (ii) how to compute it?
These questions are closely related to how we obtain the
information to compute the AVF. If we want to compute the
run-time AVF at time ‘A’ in a program flow (Figure 1), then
we must know both past and future information.
First, how much of the past do we want to consider to
compute the AVF? One approach, such as proposed by
Walcott, et al. [13], would be to average the AVF from when
a program begins execution, which could mean averaging the
AVF over millions to billions of cycles. Unfortunately, such
averaging loses the fine-grained variation in AVF.
Alternatively, we could compute an instantaneous AVF for
each particular cycle. Although instantaneous AVF sounds
conceptually appealing, it can introduce too much fluctuation
to be of any practical use. Additionally, computing
instantaneous AVF would require the run-time AVF mechanism to be triggered every cycle, thereby increasing the
mechanism’s power overhead.
The second piece of information regarding computing runtime AVFs is knowledge of the future. This is because
whether or not a fault becomes a user-visible error depends on
the future manifestation of the fault. If a bit in a particular
cycle must have the correct value to produce the correct
output, then it is required to be correct for Architecturally
Correct Execution (ACE). Otherwise, it is un-ACE. How far
into the future we have to look to determine a bit’s ACE-ness
is dependent on the behavior of the bit in the processor. The
ACE-ness of a pipeline latch can often be determined fairly
quickly, but the ACE-ness of a bit in the data translation

buffer may take billions of cycles to resolve [1].
In order to address the issues of needing both past and
future knowledge to compute run-time AVFs, we introduce
the concept of Quantized AVF (Q-AVF), which averages the
AVF over short intervals, such as a thousand cycles. The
average AVF over a period of time can be computed by
averaging all the Q-AVFs over the same interval. Q-AVF
strikes a balance between instantaneous and average AVFs.
Because Q-AVF captures the AVF over a short interval, it
does not lose the fine-grained variation in AVF (Figure 2). At
the same time, Q-AVF does not introduce unnecessary
fluctuations that will make it difficult to decide whether to
turn a protection mechanism on or off. To the best of our
knowledge, no prior work has examined run-time AVFs at
such a fine granularity, nor chosen the interval period in such
a way as to minimize the effect of both past and future events.
Fu et al. [3] attempted to correlate AVF to a limited set of
performance metrics. They chose a small number of metrics,
which exhibited inconsistent correlation to AVF across
benchmarks, concluded that a single-variable correlation does
not exist and did not take a predictive approach. Walcott et al
[13] showed that AVF prediction is feasible and the set of
metrics required to construct such predictors can be identified
automatically through the use of regression analysis
techniques. In this paper, we show that using linear regression
to compute the average AVF can be extended to Q-AVFs.
Specifically, we provide three major contributions beyond
Walcott et al’s methodology (Co-author Gurumurthi lead the
research presented in [13]). First, we study the quantum size
over which Q-AVF is computed. The choice of quantum size
must expose real-time AVF phase behavior while minimizing
noise. This is essential for our goal of using AVF as a
practical means of dynamic hardware control. Second, data
storage requirements must be finite. Walcott et al carried all
past knowledge over each interval while Q-AVF does not.
This is important since all intervals are independent, limiting
the amount of data that must be retained. Third, we aggregate
multiple structures to compute Q-AVF of large portions of a
processor, which is important for implementing full-chip
protection mechanisms.
Recently, Li, et al. [6] proposed the use of a hardwarebased mechanism to compute the average AVFs from a fault-

free execution of the program. Li, et al. attach bits to hardware
structures and propagate faults in these bits. From the flow of
these bits, one can eventually determine the bit’s ACE-ness. In
its current form, however, it would be difficult to compute QAVFs at run-time using this scheme. This is because we need
to inject 100s-1000s of faults before we can compute the AVF
of a single structure. By the time we have resolved the ACEness of these bits and have computed the AVFs, we would
have already executed tens of thousands to millions of cycles,
thereby defeating the purpose of Q-AVF to begin with.
This paper makes the following four key contributions:
•

•

•

•

We propose the concept of Quantized AVF (Q-AVF) to
accurately capture run-time variations in vulnerability.
Since it does not average all past history and computes
the AVF over small quanta, it succeeds where average
AVFs fail. We show why quantum size selection is
critical for tracking Q-AVF accurately.
We demonstrate that Walcott, et al.'s linear regression
analysis to compute average run-time AVFs can be
extended to compute Q-AVFs. We identify a few simple
parameters that can accurately predict the Q-AVF of six
key processor structures. Identifying these parameters
plays a major role in building a practical hardwaremonitor to track Q-AVF variations through the pipeline.
We show we can aggregate Q-AVFs for regions of a
processor, making it easier for a global protection
scheme, such as RMT, to decide if protection should be
turned on or off for specific regions of an application.
We provide an example of how Q-AVF control can save
power in DMR-based processors. We show that disabling
DMR during periods of low Q-AVF can reduce the power
consumption of a reservation station by 24%-43%.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II is an introduction and evaluation of Q-AVF including
analyses of optimal quanta sizes. Section III discusses how to
estimate Q-AVF using linear regression analysis to derive
equations of hardware-trackable metrics. We provide a
detailed analysis of the Q-AVF for six processor structures as
well as aggregating these structures to simplify the Q-AVF
estimation. We demonstrate a proof-of-concept of how QAVF can be used to reduce power in a DMR-based processor.
Finally, section IV provides a summary of this work.
II. EVALUATION OF QUANTIZED AVF (Q-AVF)
Quantized AVF (Q-AVF) is the AVF of a bit or structure
computed over defined and moving windows of time called
quanta. This section discusses three key aspects of computing
Q-AVF: how to extend AVF analysis for Q-AVF, how to
select the quantum size for Q-AVF, and how to use linear
regression to estimate the Q-AVF at run-time.
A. Extending Average AVF Analysis for Q-AVF
ACE analysis computes the average AVF from a fault-free
execution of a hardware model. ACE analysis is usually done

Figure 3. Average AVF & Q-AVF sample timeline.
Unknowns resolve to either ACE or un-ACE.
on a high-level performance model and tracks the lifetime of a
bit in a structure, keeping track of when and what events
access that bit. It then determines which components of the
lifetime were un-ACE due to such phenomena as killed and
dynamically dead instructions. The time the bit spent in ACE
state divided by the total lifetime of the bit is the AVF. ACE
analysis can be extended using Hamming-Distance Analysis
[1] to compute the AVF of address-based structures by
identifying only those bits of an address that can cause an
actual error.
Figure 3 shows the difference between average AVF and QAVF computed for the same AVF capture point. Q-AVF only
computes the AVF of a structure during one particular
quantum of time, ignoring any ACE residence time prior to
the start of the quantum. Thus, only ACE residence time that
occurs during the quantum affect the Q-AVF computation. In
effect, Q-AVF is a piece-wise breakdown of the average AVF.
Equation 1 shows how average AVF can be derived from QAVF when the quanta sizes are equal.
There is one subtlety in the Q-AVF computation. An ACE
entry in a particular quantum could have started its ACE
residence time in a previous quantum. Hence, to compute QAVF for a given quantum, we assume that any ACE entries
resident in the structure from events that occurred prior to the
quantum started their residency at the start of the quantum. In
Figure 3 the WriteB1, ReadB1, ReadA2 and WriteB2 events
will be seen when they actually occurred by both the average
AVF and Q-AVF computations. However, the WriteA1 event
will be seen at the correct time by average AVF, but will be
seen to occur at the start of the quantum for Q-AVF since the
data is resident in the structure during the designated quantum.
The ReadA1 event will only be seen by average AVF and will
not be considered by Q-AVF (for the quantum shown in the
figure) since it does not impact vulnerability during the
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⎞
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Average _ AVF =
Total _ Number _ of _ quanta
Equation 1. Average AVF as a Function of Q-AVF

quantum. Thus, Q-AVF considers only a very short and recent
history of the structure’s behavior in order to compute the
AVF at the same AVF capture point. This assumption still
allows Q-AVFs to capture large variations in the structure’s
vulnerability behavior across consecutive quanta.
Figure 2 shows Q-AVFs for a quantum size of 1024 cycles
versus the average AVFs for a SPEC2K benchmark (parser)
for three structures. Q-AVF shows clear phases of high and
low vulnerability while the average AVF quickly reaches a
steady state. This variation suggests that Q-AVF can provide
the run-time information on vulnerability changes to allow
power, reliability and performance optimizations of error
mitigation techniques. For example, this could allow us to
enable error protection when Q-AVFs start to rise.
Alternatively, this can also allow us to disable the protection
mechanism when the Q-AVF falls below a certain threshold,
thereby saving the power/performance cost of running the
error protection hardware during phases of acceptably low
vulnerability. In the next section, we will examine how to
compute Q-AVFs.
B. Selecting the Quantum Size
To compute AVF—both average and quantized—we
require future knowledge to resolve unknown lifetimes of a bit
to ACE or un-ACE. Since capturing these future events is
difficult, especially in hardware, the choice of quanta size
becomes extremely important. A quantum can be as small as a
single cycle or as large as the length of the entire application.
Both extremes however, introduce problems.
Too small a quanta size will result in Q-AVFs that are
dominated by the unknowns since most events that affect the
value will occur after the quantum. Soundararajan, et al. [11]
showed the vulnerability variations at a single cycle
granularity, which was essentially the AVF for a 1 cycle
quantum. Soundararajan, et al.’s method suffered from the
problem that the unknowns dominate the computation and so
the actual vulnerability is difficult to ascertain accurately.
Cooldown [1] can reduce the unknowns, but requires knowing
the future for millions to billions of cycles, which is not an
option for run-time Q-AVF computation.
By contrast, a very large quantum reduces the impact of
unknowns significantly since most events that will impact the
Q-AVF occur within the quantum and will be accounted for.
However, this comes at the cost of losing much of the runtime vulnerability variations thus incurring the same problems
average AVF suffers from. Hence, the choice of quanta size is
extremely important.
We explored multiple quantum sizes ranging from 64 to
10,000 cycles across all benchmarks in the SPEC2000 and
SPEC2006 suites as well as several TPC-C traces. Figure 4
shows the Q-AVF of the micro-op buffer of a Core™-like
processor for three different quanta sizes (128, 1024, and
8192 cycles) on one particular TPC-C benchmark to illustrate
the selection of an ideal quantum size. The 128 cycle quanta
shows significant variability but the amount of unknowns are
extremely high. The 1024 cycle quanta has significantly fewer
unknowns yet continues to track the Q-AVF variations well.
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Figure 4. Micro-op Buffer Q-AVFs for different quanta
sizes on a Core™-like processor model for a TPC-C trace
The 8192 cycle quanta has almost no unknowns but also no
longer shows the different phases of vulnerability. Similar
behavior was seen on all benchmarks.
Thus, a large quanta size can significantly reduce
unknowns, but comes at the cost of a significant reduction in
its ability to track the phases of vulnerability and begins to
suffer from the same sort of problems as average AVFs. What
is needed is a quanta size large enough to keep the unknowns
low, yet small enough that the majority of vulnerability
variation can still be observed. The 1024 cycle quanta is ideal
for our model and all subsequent data is based on this size.
C. Reducing Unknowns with Linear Regression
To use Q-AVF to provide a means of dynamically
controlling reliability mechanisms, we must be able to
measure the Q-AVF of a given structure or structures at runtime in hardware. Q-AVF, by its very nature, can potentially
be tracked in hardware since it is computed over finite, welldefined quanta of time. However the typical means of
computing Q-AVF—using ACE analysis or statistical fault
injection [14]--are not easily translatable into hardware. Li, et
al. [6] describe AVF computation by tracking fault
propagation through the hardware using fault-free program
execution. But as described in Section I, it would be difficult
to use this method to compute Q-AVFs in hardware.
Walcott, et al. [13] showed that linear regression analysis
could successfully derive linear equations of processor metrics
that are easily measured in hardware. These linear equations
were capable of tracking the average AVF values at different
points in time with a good degree of accuracy. Essentially, this
suggests that Walcott, et al.’s methodology can predict how
the unknowns will resolve using current processor metrics.
We expanded on this work by using linear regression analysis
to derive equations for Q-AVF. Regression analysis allows us
to discover the subset of micro-architectural parameters with
the strongest correlation to Q-AVF, thus identifying the
smallest set of parameters needed to accurately estimate the
Q-AVF. We focus on linear regression since this greatly
simplifies the hardware implementation of a regression-based
Q-AVF estimator, which is one of our end goals.
Walcott et al. simulated portions of benchmarks from the
SPEC CPU2000 suite. The AVF for several processor
structures was computed every 4 million instructions as an

Instruction Issue
I-cache
D-cache (2 ports)
Branch Predictor
Branch Target Buffer
Micro-op Buffer
Instruction Queue
Reservation Station
Retirement Order Buffer
Load / Store Buffers
L2 cache
L2 miss latency

4, out-of-order
64 KB, 4-way
64 KB, 8-way, 2 cycles
Bi-modal (512 entries) +
Gshare (1024 entries)
4 K entries, 16-way
24 entries
14 entries
32 entries
96 entries
50 / 24 entries
1 MB inclusive, 8-way, 10 cycles
200 cycles

Table 1. Parameters for the Core™-like Processor Model
average across this entire interval. The microarchitectural state
information was carried over across successive intervals. They
then created linear-regression based predictors from this
repository of microarchitectural states and AVFs.
We use a similar methodology to compute Q-AVFs for
several processor structures. In our case, we simulate portions
of benchmarks in the SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 suites as well
as several TPC-C traces for varying parameters. We then
compute the Q-AVF over 1000 quanta of 1024 cycles each for
each benchmark and trace. Micro-architectural state is not
carried over from one quantum to the next resulting in each
quantum being independent of the one before it. As a result,
Q-AVF computation does not average past history and is only
a function of the events that occurred during the specific
quantum over which Q-AVF is being computed. Descriptions
and results of our methodology are given in section III.
We performed this analysis for six structures across an Intel
Core™-like processor pipeline. Our resulting Q-AVF
estimation showed a high degree of accuracy to the actual QAVF, tracking with accuracy better than 0.9 in most cases.
III. RESULTS OF Q-AVF ESTIMATION
Section III describes our experimental setup and results.
Section III.A describes the processor model and structures
studied. Section III.B describes the experimental
methodology. Section III.C describes the results of our linear
regression experiments on each of the studied structures. We
make several observations on the behavior of these structures
and how they relate to the Q-AVF and why. Section III.D
describes how the previously studied structures can be
aggregated in order to measure the Q-AVFs for large portions
of the processor pipeline. In this section we present the
aggregation methodology as well as the resulting aggregate
linear equations, showing that the aggregate equations can be
generated using far fewer parameters than the sum total of the
parameters in each individual structure’s equations while still
maintaining high accuracy. Finally, section III.E contains an
example of Q-AVF based control of a DMR reservation
station resulting in power savings of 24%-43%.
A. Processor Model and Structures
We evaluated Q-AVFs using an Intel Core™-like processor

model. The processor model is configured as per the
parameters in Table 1. The front end fetches data in-order
from the instruction cache and decodes it into x86 macro
instructions. These are then placed in the Instruction Queue
(IQ) then decoded into micro-ops. The micro-ops move to the
Micro-op Buffer (MB) which feeds the back end pipeline.
The back-end executes micro-ops out-of-order. The microops enter in-order, stalling if there is resource contention. The
micro-ops then access the Register Alias Table (RAT) to read
the location of their source operands. If the source data is
ready, the micro-op reads it from the Architected Register File
(ARF) or the Physical Register File (PRF)/Retirement Order
Buffer (ROB) entries (ROB and PRF are integrated in our
model). The ROB maintains the micro-ops in-order for
retirement and also holds the result data which is written into
the ARF once the micro-op (non-store) commits. The
Reservation Station (RS) issues instructions out-of-order to
the execution units, once source operands are available.
The memory sub-system provides the actual data required
for computation. In our pipeline, the load buffer (LDB) and
store buffer (STB) exist as separate structures and make up the
memory order buffer (MOB). They act as interfaces to the
cache hierarchy and handle memory disambiguation and the
ordering of store instructions.
B. Experiment Setup
We performed linear regression analysis using Matlab
software on over 150 processor parameters to derive the
equations for tracking the Q-AVF in hardware. We simulated
Simpoints [10] of 100 benchmarks from the SPEC2K and
SPEC2006 suites as well as several TPC-C server traces with
varying parameters (such as number of threads and
warehouses) on a detailed, industrial-level Core™-like
performance model implemented in the ASIM performance
modeling framework [2]. The Q-AVF tracking was done over
a continuous period of time and not sampled.
To obtain the per-structure parameter correlations with
AVF we simulated all traces for 10 million instructions with a
further 10 million instructions of cooldown to resolve
unknowns. All Q-AVF simulations were done for 1000
consecutive 1024-cycle quanta with an additional 10 million
cycles of cooldown to resolve unknowns for each quantum.
This is compared against the Q-AVF linear equation results.
Since the end goal is to study the feasibility of a hardware QAVF estimator, we focus on the estimator’s performance on a
per-benchmark basis. As such, our results present selected
benchmarks that represent the common case correlations as
well as the worst cases for each structure. The best case
correlations were all above 0.95 with 1.0 being perfect.
C. Per-Structure Linear Regression Analysis
This section summarizes the results of our per-structure
correlation analysis. In this paper we study, in detail, the QAVF behavior of the Instruction Queue (IQ), Micro-op Buffer
(MB), Reservation Station (RS), Retirement-Order Buffer
(ROB), Store Buffer (STB) and Load Buffer (LDB). Each
structure is broken up into detailed subcomponents whose Q-

Structures

# Params

IQ

6

MB

5

RS

6

ROB
STB
LDB

3
1
7

Linear Equations to Track Q-AVF
A0 - A1 * Total FE Killed Instruction Latency + A2 * IQ Utilization + A3 * Macro Branch Count A4 * Macro Control-op Count – A5 * FP Micro-op Count - A6 * Store Data Count
B0 - B1 * Total FE Killed Instruction Latency + B2 * MB Utilization - B3 * Store Data Count B4 * Branch Mispredicts + B5 * RS Bypass Count
C0 + C1 * RS Utilization + C2 * RS Src Utilization + C3 * Cycles Macro Insts Re-decoded C4 * Unconditional Branch Predictions + C5 * MB Bypass Cycles + C6 * Decode Stalls
D0 + D1 * ROB Utilization - D2 * Store Data Count - D3 * Immediate-op Count
E0 + E1 * STB Utilization
F0 + F1 * Load Replay Count + F2 * L1 Squash Count - F3 * L1 Load Misses + F4 * RS Utilization +
F5 * LDB Utilization – F6 * Memory Disambiguation Blocks - F7 * Micro-ops Killed By Br. Mispredicts

Table 2. Linear equations to track the run-time Q-AVF Variations for the different structures
(A#,B#,C#,D#,E#,F# represent the architecture-dependent constants and coefficients)

AVF is computed individually. This allows the Q-AVF
computation to be extremely detailed and accurate since even
the differing architectural behavior of sub-components is
taken into account. For instance, the IQ and the MB are
further broken up into immediate fields, control fields, logical
source and destination address fields, and valid bits. The RS is
broken into sub-fields representing source and destination
addresses, control bits, source data for each source, valid bits
and flags. The ROB is broken into sub-fields representing
allocation control, writeback control, fault and exception
fields, data, flags and valid bits. The STB is broken into
virtual address, physical address and data fields while the
LDB only contains the virtual address. Table 2 gives the
linear equations for these structures based on the individual
parameter correlations. These correlation values are given in
terms of R2 which is given as a number from 1 to -1 with
numbers closer to 0 indicating no correlation and numbers
closer to 1 or -1 indicating strong positive or negative
correlation. The parameters of the equations given in Table 2
are sorted in order of highest correlation to the Q-AVF of the
structure. For example, for the LDB, Load Replay Count
shows the highest individual correlation to the LDB Q-AVF
followed by L1 Squash Count, followed by L1 Load Misses
and so forth.
We list our key observations to provide insight into why the
linear regression analysis can estimate Q-AVFs accurately.
Our key observations are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

AVFs of front-end structures (IQ, MB) correlate highly to
structure utilizations further down in the pipeline.
Additionally, the RS AVF correlates highly to a front-end
parameter (IQ Utilization). This indicates that there is
inter-dependence between different events happening at
various stages of the pipeline.
Multi-correlation runs for the RS gave R2 values of 0.85
for eight parameters. Sub-component analysis revealed
that the source operand array behaved differently from
the rest of the RS. Tracking the operands separately
improved R2 values (0.90) and reduced parameters to six.
IPC has very low correlation to most structures’ AVF
since AVF is affected more by other factors like dead
code, stalls and other individual structure behavior.
Loads in the LDB contribute to AVF only when they miss
in the cache or are otherwise blocked. Hence utilization

5.
6.

does not have high correlation with the LDB’s AVF.
The STB’s AVF correlates highly to its utilization since
STB mostly contains committed stores.
The “Total Front-End Instruction Killed Latency”
parameter is a composite of 3 parameters: the total
instructions in the MB divided by the total decoded macro
instructions multiplied by the total flushed instructions.
This is approximately the total amount of time that
flushed instructions spent in the MB. For two specific
SPEC2K benchmarks (vpr and mcf) the addition of this
parameter increased the R2 fit of the linear equations for
IQ and MB from 0.6 to better than 0.8.

We find that, while there is significant variability in
vulnerability phases across structures and benchmarks, the
estimated Q-AVF tracks the actual Q-AVF extremely well.
Table 3 shows the mean and minimum correlation values
between the actual and estimated Q-AVF on all SPEC2K,
SPEC2006 and TPC-C benchmarks for six structures, which
span the front-end and back-end, based on 1000 quanta for
each benchmark. The table indicates that our Q-AVF
estimation tracks the actual Q-AVF with a high degree of
accuracy across all simulated benchmarks.
D. Aggregate Structures and Equations
Table 2 shows that, even with the smallest set of
parameters, the different structures together require over 20
parameters to be tracked. Expanding the analysis to more
structures would introduce more parameters as well. Given
that our goal is to build actual hardware, we needed to
minimize the set of parameters used to drive the Q-AVF
computation. Since the parameter requirements scale with
structures, tracking them through the pipeline would increase
the hardware and wiring complexity, placing practical
Structures
IQ
MB
RS
ROB
STB
LDB

Mean Correlation
across Benchmarks
0.87
0.90
0.93
0.95
0.98
0.85

Min Correlation
across Benchmarks
0.81
0.82
0.82
0.86
0.94
0.80

Table 3. Per-Structure Q-AVF Tracking Accuracy

Front-End Aggregate Q-AVF

Back-End Aggregate Q-AVF

Memory Order Buffer
Aggregate Q-AVF

Figure 5. 8 parameter Q-AVF tracking on a Core™-like processor model for a single SPEC2K benchmark (gzip)
limitations on building such a mechanism. While we could
drop structures with low average AVFs, these structures could
have high Q-AVFs and hence affect actual run-time
vulnerability significantly during certain phases of the
program. Aggregating the structures provides a better profile
of their run-time vulnerability.
Another point to note is that error protection schemes are
not always efficient to implement per-structure but makes
more sense when used to cover portions of the pipeline such
as the front-end or back-end. This does not mean per-structure
analysis is not useful. For systems requiring high reliability
and those that need to provide very high guarantees (100%)
on system vulnerability bounds, the per-structure equations
can be built into the hardware mechanism. But for cases where
the implementation cost of the hardware mechanism is
important, reducing the complexity plays a vital role.
To aggregate the Q-AVFs we combined the Q-AVFs (each
structure's Q-AVF is bit-weighted) of MB and IQ into the
Front-End (FE) Q-AVF, the RS and ROB into Back-End (BE)
Q-AVF and the LDB and STB into the Memory-Order Buffer
(MOB) Q-AVF. By aggregating the Q-AVFs of structures
with related architectural behavior in the same part of the
pipeline, the parameters that track the aggregate Q-AVFs also
correlate well to the individual structure's Q-AVFs. These
structures cover the major components in each respective
aggregate block that contribute significantly to the overall
reliability of that block. Reliability schemes such as residue,
parity prediction, or redundancy target these structures in
Aggregate Blocks
Front End

Back End

Memory Order Buffer

Linear Equations using the
Eight Common Parameters
A0 - A1 * ST_Flush - A2 * STB_Util A3 * FE_Kill - A4 * ROB_Empty A5 * ROB_Util - A6 * Br_Miss +
A7 * RS_Util + A8 * IDQ_Util
B0 - B1 * ST_Flush - B2 * STB_Util B3 * FE_Kill + B4 * ROB_Empty +
B5 * ROB_Util - B6 * Br_Miss +
B7 * RS_Util + B8 * IDQ_Util
C0 - C1 * ST_Flush + C2 * STB_Util C3 * FE_Kill + C4 * ROB_Empty C5 * ROB_Util - C6 * Br_Miss C7 * RS_Util + C8 * IDQ_Util

Table 4. Linear Equations to track run-time Aggregate
Q-AVF Variations across the processor pipeline
(A#,B#,C# represent the architecture-dependent constants)

some form and can also benefit from dynamic control.
Linear regression analysis on FE, BE and MOB aggregate
Q-AVFs identified eight parameters that are common across
them. These parameters together track their AVFs with R2
values better than 0.90. These include:
1. Stores Flushed before DTLB response (ST_Flush)
2. STB Utilization (ST_Util)
3. ROB Empty Cycles (ROB_Empty)
4. ROB Utilization (ROB_Util)
5. Branch Mis-predicts (Br_Miss)
6. RS Utilization (RS_Util)
7. IDQ Utilization (IDQ_Util)
8. Total Front-End Instruction Killed Latency (FE_Kill)
Table 4 shows the linear equations for the FE, BE and
MOB using these eight parameters. Figure 5 shows the actual
and estimated Q-AVFs for the FE, BE and MOB using the
eight parameters on a single benchmark. Table 5 shows the
mean and minimum correlations for aggregate Q-AVF
tracking across all SPEC and TPC-C benchmarks.
Dynamic Q-AVF control allows us to dial in an acceptable
threshold of vulnerability. Should that threshold be exceeded,
dynamic Q-AVF control could be used to enable errormitigation. If the Q-AVF drops below this threshold, errormitigation could be deactivated, recouping some of the power
and performance costs incurred by the mechanism while still
guaranteeing a base level of reliability. From Figure 5 if we
set the acceptable vulnerability threshold to 10% Q-AVF, we
could disable error mitigation 52% of the time in the FE, 43%
of the time in the BE and 19% of the time in the MOB.
E. Discussion of Applications of Q-AVF
Dynamic AVF control has significant potential for reducing
the power and performance costs of many reliability schemes.
Reliability schemes which target large portions of the pipeline
Aggregate
Blocks
Front End
Back End
Memory Order
Buffer

Mean Correlation
Min Correlation
across Benchmarks across Benchmarks
0.86
0.80
0.90
0.81
0.93
0.92

Table 5. Aggregate Q-AVF Tracking Accuracy

We showed that, while per-structure Q-AVFs are interesting,
there are practical difficulties in translating them into
hardware due to the number of parameters that need to be
tracked. Aggregate Q-AVFs overcome this limitation and
need only eight parameters to be tracked in order to estimate
the Q-AVF throughout the processor pipeline. This reduced
the number of Q-AVF estimators from dozens to just three.
This is a major step toward implementing a practical hardware
Q-AVF estimator in actual systems. Finally, we provided an
example which showed that Q-AVF control could reduce the
power of a simple DMR system by 24% for a Q-AVF
threshold of 10% and 43% for a threshold of 20%.
Figure 6. Q-AVF RS Power Reduction of a Core™-like
processor model running the swim SPEC2K benchmark
and cover multiple structures [8] could benefit significantly in
power savings and performance improvement.
One reliability scheme that demonstrates the advantage of
Q-AVFs is microarchitectural redundancy, such as dual-mode
redundancy (DMR), which duplicates portions of the pipeline
to execute operations redundantly [11]. They are expensive in
both power and performance. We present a simple case study
as a proof-of-concept that Q-AVF estimation can reduce the
power of such schemes while guaranteeing a fixed level of
reliability. We implemented a DMR scheme where every RS
entry is duplicated on the Core™-like processor model. All
accesses to an RS entry also occur in the duplicate entry and
data in both RS entries are compared when consumed. As a
result, any error in the RS is detected. We use an Intel power
model based on ALPS [5] that is closely correlated with
silicon. We show the power savings for enable/disable
thresholds of 10% and 20%. Figure 6 shows that the dynamic
power in the RS halves whenever the Q-AVF drops below
threshold, representing intervals when redundancy is disabled.
The average power savings is 24% for a Q-AVF threshold of
10%, and 43% for a Q-AVF threshold of 20%. Note that the
figure only shows a small portion of the timeline to illustrate
the differences in the power while the overall averages are
taken over the full 20 million instruction run.
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